
P5 
(lead into 2nd level) 

The following  information for KAL is intended as a suggested 
guide for practitioners. KAL should be integrated or arise, 
through the various contexts of learning that practitioners will 
address with learners. Up to the point where learners move 
towards P5 (the lead into 2nd level), KAL would mostly remain 
informal and practitioners should seek to create a variety of 
opportunities and learning situations for learners to be exposed 
to and to consolidate some basic aspects of KAL, as 
detailed below.

Basic personal  opinions 
我 爱Wǒ ài 
我 很 喜欢Wǒ hěn xǐhuan 
我 不 喜欢Wǒ bù xǐhuan 

1st person of verbs  
Able to understand 我 (wo) plus simple verb eg 我叫 (wo jiao) 

P2 P7 3rd level 

Notion of measure 
words - 个 and 只  

-- link to song 

Liang zhi Laohu 

两   只 老虎

Recognise basic 
Chinese characters 
and patterns 

Increasing awareness of 
tones and stroke order 

Increasing notion of and ability to produce 
expressions in context using basic verbs such 
as to have, to like, to be e.g. 我有, 我没有  

Negatives using 不 (bu) 

Notion of personal pronouns 
(he, she, it) 

Awareness of 
possessive adjectives. 
Increasing ability to 
understand and 
produce basic 
examples eg “我的狗 

wode gou” 

Awareness of sentence 
particles – add 吗 (ma) to 
make a sentence into a 
question 

Start to introduce notion of radicals / 
“root” or “key” to the meaning of a 
character (cf Latin in English words) 
 

Increasing awareness of numeracy in 
Mandarin – when to use二 and 

两, counting up to 99, ages, dates 
and days 

Exposure to 
adjectives 

Concept of 
forming numbers 

Notion of 
tones – use 
body to 
exemplify 

Awareness of 
stroke order 

Increasing awareness of word 
order and sentence particles – 
add ne 呢 for a suggestion 

Increasing accuracy of tones 

Knowledge About Language (KAL) in Mandarin 
P2 to the end of 2nd Level
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